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Story at a glanceStory at a glance
11. He. He isis particularly brightparticularly bright
22. He. He isis not particularly brightnot particularly bright

in a context in whichin a context in which
the guy isthe guy is a completea complete idiot.idiot.

Which of theWhich of the 22 sarcasticsarcastic utterances isutterances is
easier to deriveeasier to derive

the affirmative or the negative?the affirmative or the negative?
Whose creativity is faster to come by?Whose creativity is faster to come by?



OutlineOutline
ExperimentsExperiments 11--99 and Studyand Study 11

focus onfocus on
Affirmative SarcasmAffirmative Sarcasm

and the Graded Salience Hypothesisand the Graded Salience Hypothesis
Giora (Giora (19971997,, 20032003))

ExperimentsExperiments 1010--1616 and Studyand Study 22
focus onfocus on

Negative SarcasmNegative Sarcasm
and theand the

View of Default Nonliteral InterpretationsView of Default Nonliteral Interpretations
Giora et al. (Giora et al. (20102010,, 20132013))



Default sarcastic interpretationsDefault sarcastic interpretations



Default sarcastic interpretationsDefault sarcastic interpretations

Predictions related to
default sarcastic interpretations

which follow from
the view of

default nonliteral interpretations
conflict with those of

the Graded Salience Hypothesisthe Graded Salience Hypothesis,
according to which

default interpretations are salience-based



What areWhat are
saliencesalience--basedbased interpretationsinterpretations

According toAccording to the Graded Saliencethe Graded Salience
Hypothesis,Hypothesis, saliencesalience--basedbased
interpretationsinterpretations areare utteranceutterance
interpretationsinterpretations notnot listed in thelisted in the
mental lexicon butmental lexicon but constructedconstructed
based on thebased on the salientsalient –– coded andcoded and
prominentprominent -- meaningsmeanings of theof the
utterance components,utterance components, regardlessregardless
of degree of (non)literalnessof degree of (non)literalness..

((Giora,Giora, 19971997,, 20032003; Giora et al.,; Giora et al., 20072007))



Predictions wrtPredictions wrt
saliencesalience--basedbased interpretationsinterpretations
•• Given thatGiven that lexical processes arelexical processes are

stimulusstimulus--driven,driven, salient meaningssalient meanings
andand saliencesalience--based interpretationsbased interpretations
willwill notnot be blocked bybe blocked by a stronga strong
context,context, eveneven when incompatible.when incompatible.

•• Instead,Instead, theythey willwill be facilitatedbe facilitated
unconditionallyunconditionally eveneven whenwhen contextcontext--
basedbased interpretations areinterpretations are expectedexpected..

•• (For a different view see, Burgers et al.(For a different view see, Burgers et al. 20132013; Campbell &; Campbell &
Katz,Katz, 20122012; Gibbs,; Gibbs, 19941994,, 20022002))



Examples ofExamples of
saliencesalience--basedbased interpretationsinterpretations

What is theWhat is the saliencesalience--basedbased
interpretationinterpretation ofof 11 andand 22::

1.1. HeHe is particularlyis particularly brightbright
He is highly intelligentHe is highly intelligent

22.. He is not particularlyHe is not particularly brightbright
He is intelligent but others are moreHe is intelligent but others are more
intelligent than him.intelligent than him.

According to the Graded SalienceAccording to the Graded Salience
Hypothesis, these interpretations will beHypothesis, these interpretations will be
activated immediately even inactivated immediately even in a contexta context
inin whichwhich the guythe guy is ais a complete idiot.complete idiot.



What areWhat are
ContextContext--basedbased interpretationsinterpretations
ContextContext--basedbased interpretationsinterpretations (e.g.,(e.g.,
novel sarcasm)novel sarcasm) are noncoded,are noncoded,
nonsalientnonsalient interpretations, derived oninterpretations, derived on
the basis of contextual information,the basis of contextual information,
often regardless of theoften regardless of the salientsalient
meaningsmeanings of theof the utteranceutterance
components.components.



Nonsalient Sarcasm InterpretationNonsalient Sarcasm Interpretation
Are they easy to derive?Are they easy to derive?

According toAccording to thethe GradedGraded SalienceSalience
HypothesisHypothesis sarcasm is hard to come bysarcasm is hard to come by

since salient meanings andsince salient meanings and
saliencesalience--basedbased interpretationsinterpretations enjoyenjoy

priority overpriority over nonsalient creative onesnonsalient creative ones..
According to the viewAccording to the view ofof

DefaultDefault NonliteralNonliteral InterpretationsInterpretations
creativitycreativity may be easy tomay be easy to comecome by.by.

SomeSome nonsalientnonsalient creativecreative
interpretationsinterpretations enjoy priority overenjoy priority over

saliencesalience--based onesbased ones



On the priority ofOn the priority of
saliencesalience--based interpretationsbased interpretations

of Affirmative Sarcasmof Affirmative Sarcasm
((He is particularly bright)He is particularly bright)

ExperimentsExperiments 11--99 aim to show that,aim to show that,
as predicted by the Graded Salienceas predicted by the Graded Salience
Hypothesis, affirmative sarcasticHypothesis, affirmative sarcastic
utterances activate theirutterances activate their saliencesalience--
basedbased (often literal) interpretation(often literal) interpretation
unconditionallyunconditionally, i.e., regardless of, i.e., regardless of
contextual bias to the contrarycontextual bias to the contrary

(Fein et al.,(Fein et al., 20132013; but see Gibbs,; but see Gibbs,19861986))



ExperimentsExperiments 11--99
Affirmative sarcasmAffirmative sarcasm
Specific PredictionsSpecific Predictions

1.1. ShorterShorter reading timesreading times of targetsof targets
biasedbiased towardtoward thethe saliencesalience--basedbased
thanthan toward contexttoward context--basedbased
sarcasticsarcastic interpretationinterpretation

2.2. ShorterShorter responseresponse timestimes to probesto probes
related torelated to saliencesalience--basedbased ((literalliteral))
interpretationsinterpretations thanthan toto sarcasticsarcastic
interpretationsinterpretations



ExperimentsExperiments 11--33
useuse dialoguesdialogues similar to Giorasimilar to Giora
et al.’s (et al.’s (20072007), strengthened), strengthened
by additionalby additional sarcastic cuessarcastic cues
The aimThe aim here is tohere is to show thatshow that
even when contextualeven when contextual
expectationexpectation for afor a sarcasticsarcastic
utterance isutterance is strengthenedstrengthened,,
saliencesalience--based (often literal)based (often literal)
interpretationsinterpretations are not blockedare not blocked,,
but facilitated unconditionally.but facilitated unconditionally.



Sarcastically biased context+a sarcastic speaker+cuesSarcastically biased context+a sarcastic speaker+cues

B: I finish work early today.B: I finish work early today.
S: So, do you want to go to the movies?S: So, do you want to go to the movies?
B: I don't really feel like seeing a movieB: I don't really feel like seeing a movie
S: So maybe we could go dancing?S: So maybe we could go dancing?
B: No, at the end of the night my feet willB: No, at the end of the night my feet will

hurt and Ihurt and I’’ll be tired.ll be tired.
S (derisively): YouS (derisively): You’’re a really active guyre a really active guy……
B: Sorry but IB: Sorry but I’’ve had a rough weekve had a rough week
S: So what are you going to do tonight?S: So what are you going to do tonight?
B: I think I'll stay home, read a magazine,B: I think I'll stay home, read a magazine,

and go to bed early.and go to bed early.
SS ((derisivelyderisively):): Sounds like you are going toSounds like you are going to

have a really interesting evening.have a really interesting evening.



Literally biased context+literal speaker+cuesLiterally biased context+literal speaker+cues
B: I was invited to a film by Amos Gitai.B: I was invited to a film by Amos Gitai.
S: That's fun. He is my favorite director.S: That's fun. He is my favorite director.
B: I know, I thought weB: I know, I thought we’’ll go together.ll go together.
S: Great. When is it on?S: Great. When is it on?
B: Tomorrow. We will have to be in Metulla inB: Tomorrow. We will have to be in Metulla in

the afternoon.the afternoon.
S (happily): I see they found a place that isS (happily): I see they found a place that is

really nice.really nice.
B: I want to leave early in the morning.B: I want to leave early in the morning.
S: I can't, I'm studying in the morning.S: I can't, I'm studying in the morning.
B: Well, I'm going anyway.B: Well, I'm going anyway.
S (approvingly): Sounds like you are going toS (approvingly): Sounds like you are going to

have a really interesting evening.have a really interesting evening.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Probes:Probes: saliencesalience--basedbased –– exciting;exciting; sarcasticsarcastic–– dull;dull;
unrelatedunrelated –– youngyoung;; nonnon--wordswords



33 pretests controlled forpretests controlled for
(a) the(a) the sarcastic bias of the sarcasticallysarcastic bias of the sarcastically

biased dialoguesbiased dialogues, which induced a, which induced a
significantlysignificantly stronger expectation forstronger expectation for aa
sarcastic utterancesarcastic utterance compared to thecompared to the
nonsarcasticnonsarcastic dialogues;dialogues;

(b) the(b) the similarsimilar saliencesalience status of thestatus of the 33 typestypes
of probe words, which were measuredof probe words, which were measured
onlineonline in terms of response times,in terms of response times,
following a neutral context;following a neutral context;

(c) the(c) the equivalent relatedness of the relatedof the related
probes to theprobes to the interpretation of theirof their
relevant target utterances in theirrelevant target utterances in their
respective contexts, and therespective contexts, and the
unrelatedness of the unrelated probes.unrelatedness of the unrelated probes.



Measures wereMeasures were

11. Reading times of target utterances.. Reading times of target utterances.
22. Response times to probes:. Response times to probes:

atat 750750 ms ISI  (Experimentms ISI  (Experiment 11))
atat 15001500 ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 22))
atat 20002000 ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 33))



ResultsResults -- ExperimentsExperiments 11--33 (combined analysis)(combined analysis)

Reading TimesReading Times
SalienceSalience--basedbased biasedbiased targets tooktargets took less timeless time toto read than theread than the

nonsalient,nonsalient, sarcastically biased onessarcastically biased ones
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ResultsResults -- ExperimentsExperiments 11--33 ((combinedcombined analysis)analysis)

Response Times to ProbesResponse Times to Probes
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Salience-based probes took less time to respond to than nonsalient
sarcastic probes and marginally so than unrelated probes

No contextNo context--typetype X probeX probe--type interactiontype interaction



SummarySummary
Affirmative sarcasmAffirmative sarcasm

ExperimentsExperiments 11--33

ResultsResults from reading timesfrom reading times andand
responseresponse timestimes support thesupport the GradedGraded
Salience HypothesisSalience Hypothesis. They show. They show thatthat
onlyonly saliencesalience--basedbased interpretationsinterpretations
areare facilitated initiallyfacilitated initially..
Nonsalient sarcastic interpretationsNonsalient sarcastic interpretations

are difficult to derive.are difficult to derive.



ExperimentsExperiments 44--99
use Giora et aluse Giora et al.’s.’s ((20072007)) items,items,
while strengthening them further bywhile strengthening them further by
disclosing that we are testingdisclosing that we are testing
sarcasm interpretationsarcasm interpretation

TheThe aim here is toaim here is to show that evenshow that even
when contextualwhen contextual expectationexpectation for afor a
sarcasticsarcastic utterance isutterance is
strengthenedstrengthened,, saliencesalience--basedbased
interpretationsinterpretations are facilitatedare facilitated
unconditionallyunconditionally, while, while sarcasticsarcastic
interpretationsinterpretations lag behind.lag behind.



PredictionsPredictions

ShorterShorter responseresponse times totimes to
saliencesalience--basedbased related probesrelated probes
compared tocompared to nonsalientnonsalient
sarcasticallysarcastically related andrelated and
unrelated probes,unrelated probes,
regardless of contextual bias.regardless of contextual bias.



MaterialsMaterials
John was a basketball coach. For theJohn was a basketball coach. For the
past week he was feeling restless,past week he was feeling restless,
worrying about the upcoming game.worrying about the upcoming game.
It was yet unclear how the twoIt was yet unclear how the two
teams matched up, and he wasteams matched up, and he was
anxious even on the day of the game.anxious even on the day of the game.
When he got a call telling him thatWhen he got a call telling him that
the three lead players on thethe three lead players on the
opposingopposing team will not be able toteam will not be able to
play that night, John wiped theplay that night, John wiped the
sweat off of his forehead and said tosweat off of his forehead and said to
his friend:his friend: this is reallythis is really terrificterrific news!news!



Probes:Probes: SalienceSalience--basedbased relatedrelated –– winning;winning;
sarcasticallysarcastically relatedrelated –– losses;losses;
unrelatedunrelated –– meals; nonmeals; non--wordswords

John was a basketball coach. For theJohn was a basketball coach. For the
past week he was feeling restless,past week he was feeling restless,
worrying about the upcoming game.worrying about the upcoming game.
It was yet unclear how the two teamsIt was yet unclear how the two teams
matched up, and he was anxious evenmatched up, and he was anxious even
on the day of the game. When he goton the day of the game. When he got
a call telling him that the three leada call telling him that the three lead
players onplayers on hishis team will not be able toteam will not be able to
play that night, John wiped the sweatplay that night, John wiped the sweat
off of his forehead and said to hisoff of his forehead and said to his
friend:friend: this is reallythis is really terrificterrific news!news!



44 pretestspretests
((aa) the) the sarcastic biassarcastic bias of theof the sarcasticallysarcastically

biased contexts and thebiased contexts and the saliencesalience--basedbased biasbias
of theof the literallyliterally biased contexts;biased contexts;

(b) the(b) the saliencesalience status of thestatus of the 33 types of probetypes of probe
words, which were measuredwords, which were measured onlineonline; Given; Given
thatthat sarcastically relatedsarcastically related probes wereprobes were
faster, resultsfaster, results servedserved asas baselinebaseline meansmeans..

(c) the(c) the equivalent relatedness of the relatedof the related
probes to theprobes to the interpretation of their relevantof their relevant
target utterances in their respectivetarget utterances in their respective
contexts, and the unrelatedness of thecontexts, and the unrelatedness of the
unrelated probes.unrelated probes.

(d)(d) probes’probes’ relatedness to the target utterance
in context rather than to the context itself..



ExperimentsExperiments 44--99
((Fein et al.,Fein et al., 20132013))

As in GioraAs in Giora et alet al. (. (20072007),), expectationexpectation
for afor a sarcastic utterancesarcastic utterance was firstwas first
manipulated via the design of themanipulated via the design of the
experiment.experiment.

+Expectation condition+Expectation condition,, participantsparticipants
were presented items,were presented items, allall of whichof which
ended in aended in a sarcasticsarcastic utteranceutterance

--Expectation conditionExpectation condition,, participantsparticipants
were presented items,were presented items, halfhalf of whichof which
ended inended in aa sarcastic utterancesarcastic utterance andand
halfhalf inin a saliencea salience--basedbased (often)(often)
literally biased utterance.literally biased utterance.



ExperimentsExperiments 44--99
(Fein et al.,(Fein et al., 20132013))

•• Here, in addition,Here, in addition, contextualcontextual
expectancyexpectancy was furtherwas further strengthened.strengthened.

•• InIn thethe +Expectation condition+Expectation condition
participants wereparticipants were informed that weinformed that we
were examiningwere examining sarcasmsarcasm
interpretationinterpretation..

•• Furthermore, longer processing timesFurthermore, longer processing times
were allowed, with ISIs rangingwere allowed, with ISIs ranging
betweenbetween 750750--30003000msms

•• Here too weHere too we expected to replicateexpected to replicate
previousprevious results, demonstratingresults, demonstrating thethe
priority of saliencepriority of salience--based interpretationsbased interpretations



Measures wereMeasures were

Response times to probes at:Response times to probes at:

750750   ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 44))
10001000 ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 55))
15001500 ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 66))
20002000 ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 77))
25002500 ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 88))
30003000 ms ISI (Experimentms ISI (Experiment 99))
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Salience-based probes took less time to respond to than
nonsalient sarcastic probes

Salience-based probes took less time to respond to than unrelated probes
NoNo expectancy X probeexpectancy X probe--type interactiontype interaction

Experiments 4-9 (combined analysis)
Mean response times at all ISIs

(after subtraction of baseline means)



SummarySummary
ExperimentsExperiments 11--99

support the priority ofsupport the priority of
saliencesalience--based interpretations ofbased interpretations of

affirmative sarcasmaffirmative sarcasm
As predicted by theAs predicted by the

Graded Salience HypothesisGraded Salience Hypothesis,,
resultsresults fromfrom 99 experimentsexperiments

looking atlooking at affirmative sarcasmaffirmative sarcasm
provide support forprovide support for

thethe priority ofpriority of
saliencesalience--based interpretationsbased interpretations

overover
nonsalient (sarcastic) onesnonsalient (sarcastic) ones



ConclusionsConclusions

NonsalientNonsalient interpretationsinterpretations
ofof affirmative sarcasmaffirmative sarcasm

don’t come easy.don’t come easy.
They areThey are difficult todifficult to

activate probably becauseactivate probably because
they arethey are derivedderived

indirectly.indirectly.



StudyStudy 11
CorpusCorpus--based study ofbased study of
DiscourseDiscourse ResonanceResonance

The Graded Salience HypothesisThe Graded Salience Hypothesis
PredictionsPredictions

Given that salienceGiven that salience--basedbased
interpretationsinterpretations

are expected to be facilitatedare expected to be facilitated
immediatelyimmediately

the context ofthe context of aa sarcasticsarcastic utteranceutterance willwill
resonate withresonate with itsits saliencesalience--basedbased

interpretationinterpretation more often than withmore often than with itsits
nonsalientnonsalient sarcasticsarcastic oneone..



What isWhat is
Discourse Resonance?Discourse Resonance?

According toAccording to DuDu Bois (Bois (20022002),),
resonance pertains to the activationresonance pertains to the activation

of relationalof relational affinitiesaffinities betweenbetween
utterances.utterances.

Neighboring utterances ofNeighboring utterances of aa sarcasticsarcastic
statement maystatement may therefore resonatetherefore resonate

either with itseither with its saliencesalience--basedbased and/orand/or
nonsalientnonsalient sarcasticsarcastic interpretation.interpretation.



Resonating withResonating with
saliencesalience--basedbased interpretations ofinterpretations of

affirmative sarcasmaffirmative sarcasm

““HoorayHooray to the Israeli Airto the Israeli Air ForceForce
pilotspilots doing adoing a splendidsplendid jobjob"" effusedeffused
Brigadier GeneralBrigadier General AviAvi BenayahuBenayahu, the, the
IDF spokesperson, talking toIDF spokesperson, talking to YonitYonit
LevyLevy -- white turtleneck against awhite turtleneck against a
background of tanks, vis à visbackground of tanks, vis à vis
hundreds of funerals in Gazahundreds of funerals in Gaza -- a tokena token
of the “of the “splendid jobsplendid job” of our” of our finefine pilotspilots
(Levy(Levy 20082008b).b).



Resonating withResonating with
nonsalientnonsalient sarcasticsarcastic
interpretations ofinterpretations of

affirmative sarcasmaffirmative sarcasm
The man [Olmert] who made a numberThe man [Olmert] who made a number
of courageous statements aboutof courageous statements about
peace late in his tenure haspeace late in his tenure has
orchestrated no fewer than two wars.orchestrated no fewer than two wars.
Talking peace and making war, theTalking peace and making war, the
""moderatemoderate" and "" and "enlightenedenlightened"" PrimePrime
Minister [Minister [Olmert] has been revealedOlmert] has been revealed
as one of ouras one of our greatestgreatest fomenters offomenters of
warwar (Levy(Levy 20092009bb).).



Discourse ResonanceDiscourse Resonance
AffirmativeAffirmative SarcasmSarcasm

((GioraGiora, Raphaely, Fein,  Livnat,, Raphaely, Fein,  Livnat, 20132013))

PredictionsPredictions
According to theAccording to the Graded SalienceGraded Salience
HypothesisHypothesis, the environment of a, the environment of a
sarcastic utterance will resonatesarcastic utterance will resonate
withwith itsits saliencesalience--basedbased ratherrather
thanthan with itswith its nonsalientnonsalient sarcasticsarcastic
interpretationinterpretation..



FindingsFindings
((InIn 00..77% cases% cases,, a sarcastic utterance wasa sarcastic utterance was classified twice, since it wasclassified twice, since it was
addressed both via its sarcastic interpretationaddressed both via its sarcastic interpretation and its salienceand its salience--basedbased
interpretation wheninterpretation when later developed into an extended sarcastic ironylater developed into an extended sarcastic irony))

Type of Contextual ResonanceType of Contextual Resonance
with Irony Interpretationswith Irony Interpretations

QuantityQuantity
(percentage(percentage
out of 1612)out of 1612)

PP valuevalue

No resonanceNo resonance 689 (42.7%)689 (42.7%)
With both sarcastic andWith both sarcastic and
saliencesalience--based interpretationsbased interpretations 6464 (3.9%)(3.9%)

Extended sarcastic ironiesExtended sarcastic ironies 160 (9.9%)160 (9.9%)
Only salienceOnly salience--basedbased
interpretationsinterpretations 589589 (36.5%)(36.5%)

pp<.0001<.0001
Only sarcastic interpretationsOnly sarcastic interpretations 122122 (7.5%)(7.5%)
TotalTotal 16241624



ConclusionsConclusions

The environment ofThe environment of
affirmative sarcasmaffirmative sarcasm

reflects itsreflects its saliencesalience--basedbased
interpretations,interpretations,
thus supportingthus supporting

the view thatthe view that
nonsalientnonsalient interpretationsinterpretations areare

difficult to activatedifficult to activate



OnOn the priority of nonsalientthe priority of nonsalient
nonliteral interpretations ofnonliteral interpretations of

negative utterancesnegative utterances
He is not particularly brightHe is not particularly bright



OnOn the priority of nonsalientthe priority of nonsalient
nonliteral interpretations ofnonliteral interpretations of

negative utterancesnegative utterances
He is not particularly brightHe is not particularly bright

The view of
defaultdefault nonliteralnonliteral interpretationsinterpretations

predicts the priority of
novel, nonsalientnovel, nonsalient interpretations of
creative (sarcastic)sarcastic) utterancesutterances over

saliencesalience--basedbased (literal)(literal)
interpretations

(Giora et al., 2013a, b)



WWhat does it take to be ahat does it take to be a
defaultdefault nonliteralnonliteral

interpretation?interpretation?



WWhat does it take to be ahat does it take to be a
defaultdefault nonliteralnonliteral

interpretation?interpretation?
For aFor a nonliteralnonliteral interpretation tointerpretation to
bebe favoredfavored by default, utterancesby default, utterances
have to meethave to meet the conditions forthe conditions for
default nonliteral interpretationsdefault nonliteral interpretations
which guarantee thatwhich guarantee that
potential ambiguitypotential ambiguity
between literal and nonliteralbetween literal and nonliteral
interpretations is allowedinterpretations is allowed a prioria priori::



How do we guarantee potentialHow do we guarantee potential
ambiguity?ambiguity?



How do we guarantee potentialHow do we guarantee potential
ambiguity?ambiguity?

For utterances to be potentiallyFor utterances to be potentially
ambiguousambiguous

a)a) FamiliarityFamiliarity should be avoided.should be avoided.
b)b) Semantic anomalySemantic anomaly oror internalinternal

incongruityincongruity shouldshould be avoided.be avoided.
c)c) SpecificSpecific and informativeand informative

contextual informationcontextual information shouldshould
be avoided.be avoided.



(a)(a) FamiliarityFamiliarity should beshould be avoidedavoided
so thatso that salientsalient/coded/coded nonliteralnonliteral
meanings of expressions andmeanings of expressions and
collocations (e.g., the coded nonliteralcollocations (e.g., the coded nonliteral
meanings of familiar idiomatic,meanings of familiar idiomatic,
metaphorical, sarcastic, or anymetaphorical, sarcastic, or any
formulaic expression, see Gioraformulaic expression, see Giora 20032003),),
prefabsprefabs (Erman & Warren(Erman & Warren 20012001), or), or
conventionalized, ritualistic,conventionalized, ritualistic, situationsituation
bound utterancesbound utterances, such that occur in, such that occur in
standardized communicativestandardized communicative
situations, (Kecsksituations, (Kecskééss 19991999,, 20002000))
should beshould be excludedexcluded;;



If negative items areIf negative items are
considered, theyconsidered, they shouldshould notnot
be Negative Polarity Itemsbe Negative Polarity Items
but should have anbut should have an
acceptableacceptable and meaningfuland meaningful
affirmativeaffirmative counterpart,counterpart, soso
thatthat conventionality may beconventionality may be
avoided.avoided.



(b)(b) Semantic anomalySemantic anomaly shouldshould
bebe avoidedavoided (since it’s known to(since it’s known to
trigger metaphoricalness, e.g.,trigger metaphoricalness, e.g.,
BeardsleyBeardsley 19581958) or any) or any kind ofkind of
internal incongruencyinternal incongruency, any, any
opposition between two elementsopposition between two elements
of the phrase itself (of the phrase itself (known toknown to
trigger an ironic/sarcastic reading,trigger an ironic/sarcastic reading,
see Partingtonsee Partington 20102010)) should not beshould not be
involvedinvolved so that both literal andso that both literal and
nonliteral interpretations would benonliteral interpretations would be
permissiblepermissible;;



(c) Specific and informative(c) Specific and informative
contextual informationcontextual information
should be avoidedshould be avoided so thatso that pragmaticpragmatic
incongruityincongruity -- a breach of pragmatica breach of pragmatic
maxims or contextual misfit (e.g., Gricemaxims or contextual misfit (e.g., Grice
19751975)) -- on the one hand, andon the one hand, and supportivesupportive
biasingbiasing informationinformation ((including explicitincluding explicit
marking, intonation/marking, intonation/prosodic cues,prosodic cues,
gestures, facial expressions, etc.gestures, facial expressions, etc.), on), on
the other, may not invite or block athe other, may not invite or block a
nonliteral interpretation (e.g., Gibbsnonliteral interpretation (e.g., Gibbs
19941994,, 20022002; Katz; Katz 20092009; Katz, Blasko, &; Katz, Blasko, &
KazmerskiKazmerski 20042004))



In this part of the talkIn this part of the talk
the focus is onthe focus is on

defaultdefault sarcasticsarcastic interpretationsinterpretations..

More broadly,More broadly, onon the priority ofthe priority of
novel, nonsalient,novel, nonsalient, creativecreative

interpretationsinterpretations
ofof negativenegative utterancesutterances

overover theirtheir
equally novelequally novel,, saliencesalience--basedbased

interpretationsinterpretations



ExperimentsExperiments 1010--1616::

ttest the followingest the following
constructions:constructions:
X s/he is notX s/he is not

X is not her forteX is not her forte
X is not her distinctive featureX is not her distinctive feature



ExperimentsExperiments 1010--1616
PredictionsPredictions

NovelNovel negative itemsnegative items
of the formof the form X s/he is not,X s/he is not, X is not herX is not her forte,forte,
XX is not her distinctive featureis not her distinctive feature

will bewill be
(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically by default,by default,
(b)(b) ratedrated as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic

than their novel affirmativethan their novel affirmative
counterparts,counterparts,
and will beand will be

(c)(c) read fasterread faster inin sarcasticallysarcastically than inthan in
saliencesalience--based literallybased literally biasing contexts.biasing contexts.



ExperimentsExperiments 1010--1111::
Default sarcastic interpretationsDefault sarcastic interpretations

X s/he is notX s/he is not
Meticulous she is notMeticulous she is not
Ambitious she is notAmbitious she is not

I told my ma I was doing Nanowrimo: herI told my ma I was doing Nanowrimo: her
reaction: "Oh, God, not again!"reaction: "Oh, God, not again!"

Basically, I pay her no attention duringBasically, I pay her no attention during
November, except to ask very, very obscureNovember, except to ask very, very obscure
questions at all hours of the day and night.questions at all hours of the day and night.
Supportive she ain'tSupportive she ain't..

http://http://20062006.nanowrimo.org/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?post_id=.nanowrimo.org/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?post_id=274841274841



ExperimentExperiment 1010:: PredictionsPredictions

When presentedWhen presented in isolationin isolation
novelnovel negative itemsnegative items
will bewill be

(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically by defaultby default
and will beand will be

(b)(b) ratedrated as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic
than theirthan their novelnovel affirmativeaffirmative
counterpartscounterparts



ItemsItems

Items wereItems were 1818 HebrewHebrew
utterances of the formutterances of the form
X s/he is yesX s/he is yes
X s/he is notX s/he is not
potentially ambiguouspotentially ambiguous betweenbetween
literalliteral andand nonliteralnonliteral
interpretationsinterpretations



Sample itemsSample items

Quick he is yes/is notQuick he is yes/is not
Focused he is yes/is notFocused he is yes/is not
Exciting she is yes/is notExciting she is yes/is not



Pretest:Pretest:
Establishing novelty of the itemsEstablishing novelty of the items

Novelty ratings were collected fromNovelty ratings were collected from 2222
Hebrew speakers.Hebrew speakers.
Results showed that bothResults showed that both
thethe negativenegative itemsitems
M=M=22..3434 SD=SD=00..4848
and theirand their affirmativeaffirmative counterpartscounterparts
M=M=11..8989 SD=SD=00..4646
werewere unfamiliarunfamiliar, scoring, scoring significantlysignificantly
lower thanlower than 33 on aon a 77-- point familiarity scale:point familiarity scale:
NegativeNegative t(t(1717)=)=55..9191,   p<.,   p<.00010001
AffirmativeAffirmative t(t(1717)=)=1010..2323, p<., p<.00010001



(a) Default interpretations of(a) Default interpretations of
negative itemsnegative items

1919 participants were asked toparticipants were asked to
raterate, on a, on a 77--point scale (whosepoint scale (whose
ends [randomly] instantiatedends [randomly] instantiated
either a literal (=either a literal (=11) or a) or a
sarcastic (=sarcastic (=77) interpretation of) interpretation of
each item) theeach item) the proximity of theproximity of the
interpretation of the items tointerpretation of the items to
any of those instantiationsany of those instantiations atat
the scalethe scale’’s ends.s ends.



(a) Default sarcastic interpretations of(a) Default sarcastic interpretations of
negative itemsnegative items

Supportive she is notSupportive she is not

She has someShe has some
reservationsreservations

SheShe’’s disparagings disparaging
and underminingand undermining



(a) Default interpretations of(a) Default interpretations of
negative items: Resultsnegative items: Results

Results showed that outsideResults showed that outside of aof a
specific context, thespecific context, the interpretationsinterpretations ofof
the novel negative items werethe novel negative items were
sarcasticsarcastic, scoring, scoring highhigh on sarcasmon sarcasm
M=M= 5.595.59, SD=, SD=0.50.544

Significantly higher thanSignificantly higher than 55
on aon a 77--pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm scale:scale:

tt((1717)=)=44..6565,, pp<.<.005005



(b) Sarcasm rating of(b) Sarcasm rating of
negative and affirmative itemsnegative and affirmative items

•• 4343 Hebrew speakers were asked toHebrew speakers were asked to
rate degree of sarcasm on arate degree of sarcasm on a 77
pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm scale.scale.



StimuliStimuli

Supportive she isSupportive she is yes/notyes/not

Highly sarcasticHighly sarcasticNot sarcastic at allNot sarcastic at all



(b) Conscious sarcasm rating of(b) Conscious sarcasm rating of
negative and affirmative itemsnegative and affirmative items

•• Results showed thatResults showed that
novelnovel negativenegative utterancesutterances werewere
rated as morerated as more sarcasticsarcastic than theirthan their
novelnovel affirmativeaffirmative counterpartscounterparts

M=M=55..9292, SD=, SD=00..9494
M=M=22..6767, SD=, SD=11..3333
tt11((4242)=)=1111..5353, p<., p<.00010001
tt22((1717)=)=4545..5555, p<., p<.00010001
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ExperimentExperiment 1111::
Reading times of novelReading times of novel

negative itemsnegative items

Prediction:Prediction:
NovelNovel negative items of thenegative items of the
formform X s/he is notX s/he is not
will bewill be read fasterread faster inin
sarcasticallysarcastically than inthan in literallyliterally
biasing contextsbiasing contexts



ExamplesExamples

•• Rotem will never amount to anything withRotem will never amount to anything with
the way she conducts herself, slouched allthe way she conducts herself, slouched all
day in front of the TV, or chatting away forday in front of the TV, or chatting away for
hours on her cell phone. If she ever showshours on her cell phone. If she ever shows
any concentration itany concentration it’’s when she catches ups when she catches up
on the latest gossip. And if she ever moveson the latest gossip. And if she ever moves
her butt, ither butt, it’’s only in order to buy hers only in order to buy her
stinking cigarettes.stinking cigarettes. Ambitious she is not.Ambitious she is not.
AsAs farfar as she's concernedas she's concerned……

•• When Rotem has her mind set on achievingWhen Rotem has her mind set on achieving
something, she usually does, but itsomething, she usually does, but it’’s nevers never
aa farfar--reaching objective. Her goals arereaching objective. Her goals are
respectable, but rather banal.respectable, but rather banal. AmbitiousAmbitious
she is not.she is not. As farAs far as she's concernedas she's concerned……



Pretest:Pretest:
Establishing similar contextual biasEstablishing similar contextual bias

To establish contextual bias,To establish contextual bias, 4444
Hebrew speakers were presentedHebrew speakers were presented
thethe 1818 negativenegative targets intargets in contextscontexts
either biasing them toward theeither biasing them toward the
literal (literal (mitigatedmitigated) interpretation or) interpretation or
toward the (toward the (creativecreative) sarcastic) sarcastic
interpretation. They had tointerpretation. They had to raterate
the targets on athe targets on a 77 pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm
scalescale



Results:Results: Similar contextual biasSimilar contextual bias
Results showed thatResults showed that negative itemsnegative items
embedded inembedded in sarcasticallysarcastically biasing contextsbiasing contexts
scored asscored as highhigh on sarcasm as did theiron sarcasm as did their
counterparts on literalnesscounterparts on literalness
when embedded inwhen embedded in literallyliterally biasing contexts:biasing contexts:

(M=(M=66..0202 SD=SD=00..3737))
(M=(M=55..9292 SD=SD=00..3030))
t(t(1717)=)=11..4242,, pp=.=.1717 (two(two--tail)tail)

We thus confirmed that both contexts wereWe thus confirmed that both contexts were
equally constrainingequally constraining..



Reading timesReading times

4444 participants read the passagesparticipants read the passages
segment by segment, advancingsegment by segment, advancing
the texts by pressing a key. Andthe texts by pressing a key. And
the computer measured thethe computer measured the
reading times of the targetreading times of the target
utterances and the nextutterances and the next 22 wordswords
that followedthat followed (for spill(for spill--overover
effects)effects). The texts were followed. The texts were followed
by a comprehension question.by a comprehension question.



Results: Different reading timesResults: Different reading times
Results showed thatResults showed that
sarcasticallysarcastically biasedbiased targets were readtargets were read
fasterfaster than theirthan their saliencesalience--basedbased literallyliterally

biasedbiased versionsversions

M=M=883883 msms (SD=(SD=183183))
M=M=949949 msms (SD=(SD=234234))

tt11((4343)=)=11..7575,, pp<.<.0505;; tt22((1717)=)=11..2020,, pp=.=.1212
No spillover effects:No spillover effects:
M=M=787787 msms (SD=(SD=204204););
M=M=811811 (SD=(SD=211211))
tt11((4343)<)<11, n.s.;, n.s.; tt22((1515)<)<11, n.s., n.s.



Default sarcasticDefault sarcastic interpretationsinterpretations
of (of (X s/he is notX s/he is not) items) items

Mean reading timesMean reading times (ms)(ms)
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ExperimentsExperiments 1010--1111::
SSummaryummary

As predicted, when presentedAs predicted, when presented inin
isolationisolation,, novelnovel negativenegative itemsitems
areare

(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically by defaultby default
areare

(b)(b) ratedrated as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic
than theirthan their novelnovel affirmativeaffirmative
counterparts,counterparts,
and areand are thereforetherefore

(c) read(c) read faster infaster in sarcasticallysarcastically than inthan in
saliencesalience--based biased contextsbased biased contexts



ExperimentsExperiments 1212--1515
Default sarcastic interpretationsDefault sarcastic interpretations

Exp.Exp. 1212--1313: Punctuality is not: Punctuality is not his fortehis forte
Exp.Exp. 1414--1515:: HospitalityHospitality is notis not hishis

best attributebest attribute
Tom'sTom's wait is currentlywait is currently 33 years, moreyears, more--
oror--less.less. Punctuality is not his fortePunctuality is not his forte..
http://test.woodwind.org/oboe/BBoard/read.html?f=http://test.woodwind.org/oboe/BBoard/read.html?f=1010&i=&i=
87368736&t=&t=1871118711



ExperimentsExperiments 1212--1313
PredictionsPredictions

NovelNovel negative itemsnegative items
of the formof the form X is not her forteX is not her forte
will bewill be

(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically byby
default,default,

(b)(b) ratedrated as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic
than their novel affirmativethan their novel affirmative
counterparts,counterparts,
and will beand will be

(c)(c) readread fasterfaster inin sarcasticallysarcastically than inthan in
literallyliterally biasing contextsbiasing contexts



ExperimentExperiment 1212:: PredictionsPredictions

When presented in isolationWhen presented in isolation
novelnovel negative itemsnegative items
will bewill be

(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically by defaultby default
and will beand will be

(b)(b) ratedrated as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic
than theirthan their novelnovel affirmativeaffirmative
counterpartscounterparts



ItemsItems

Items wereItems were 1414 HebrewHebrew
utterances of the formutterances of the form
X is/is not her forteX is/is not her forte
potentially ambiguouspotentially ambiguous
betweenbetween
literalliteral andand nonliteralnonliteral
interpretationsinterpretations



Pretest:Pretest:
Establishing novelty of the itemsEstablishing novelty of the items

Novelty ratings ofNovelty ratings of 1414 pairs of items werepairs of items were
collected fromcollected from 2424 Hebrew speakers.Hebrew speakers.
Results showed thatResults showed that

both theboth the negativenegative itemsitems
M=M=22..0909 SD=SD=00..4949
and theirand their affirmativeaffirmative counterpartscounterparts
M=M=22..0404 SD=SD=00..4646
were similarly novel t(were similarly novel t(1313)<)<11, n.s., n.s.

ScoringScoring significantlysignificantly lower thanlower than 22..55 on aon a 77
point familiarity scale:point familiarity scale:
NegativeNegative t(t(1313)=)=33..1212,, pp<.<.005005 (one(one--sample tsample t--testtest))
AffirmativeAffirmative t(t(1313)=)=33..8181, p<., p<.005005 (one(one--sample tsample t--test)test)



(a) Default interpretations of(a) Default interpretations of
negative itemsnegative items

2020 participants were asked toparticipants were asked to
raterate, on a, on a 77 point scale (whosepoint scale (whose
ends [randomly] instantiatedends [randomly] instantiated
either a literal (=either a literal (=11) or a) or a
sarcastic (=sarcastic (=77) interpretation of) interpretation of
each item) theeach item) the proximity of theproximity of the
interpretation of the items tointerpretation of the items to
any of those instantiationsany of those instantiations atat
the scalethe scale’’s ends.s ends.



(a) Default sarcastic interpretations of(a) Default sarcastic interpretations of
negative itemsnegative items

Punctuality is not his fortePunctuality is not his forte

He is notHe is not
punctual at allpunctual at all

He is fairlyHe is fairly
punctual but therepunctual but there
are other things heare other things he
is better atis better at



(a) Default interpretations of(a) Default interpretations of
negative items: Resultsnegative items: Results

Results showed that outsideResults showed that outside of aof a
specific context, the interpretations ofspecific context, the interpretations of
the novel negative items werethe novel negative items were
sarcasticsarcastic, scoring, scoring highhigh on sarcasmon sarcasm
M=M= 55.. 5151, SD=, SD= 00.. 3535

SignificantlySignificantly higher thanhigher than 55
on aon a 77--pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm scale:scale:

tt((1313)=)=55..4444,, pp<.<.00010001



(b) Sarcasm rating of negative and(b) Sarcasm rating of negative and
affirmative itemsaffirmative items

•• 4040 Hebrew speakers were asked toHebrew speakers were asked to
rate degree of sarcasm on arate degree of sarcasm on a 77 pointpoint
sarcasmsarcasm scale.scale.

•• Results showed thatResults showed that
novelnovel negativenegative utterances were ratedutterances were rated
as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic than theirthan their novelnovel
affirmativeaffirmative counterpartscounterparts

M=M=66..0202, SD=, SD=00..7878
M=M=22..6767, SD=, SD=11..0101
tt11((3939)=)=1515..4343, p<., p<.00010001
tt22((1313)=)=2222..0707, p<., p<.00010001
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ExperimentExperiment 1313::
Reading times of novel negative itemsReading times of novel negative items

Prediction:Prediction:
NovelNovel negative items ofnegative items of
the formthe form X is not his forteX is not his forte
will bewill be read fasterread faster inin
sarcasticallysarcastically than inthan in
saliencesalience--basedbased literallyliterally
biasing contextsbiasing contexts



ExamplesExamples
•• Shay had to take his father to the dentist. AlthoughShay had to take his father to the dentist. Although

his father reminded him time and again that hehis father reminded him time and again that he
must be there at preciselymust be there at precisely 1010::0000 because he hatesbecause he hates
being late, Shay was half an hour late, arriving atbeing late, Shay was half an hour late, arriving at
1010::3030. Later, while having dinner, Shay. Later, while having dinner, Shay’’s fathers father
complained to his wife about Shaycomplained to his wife about Shay’’s behavior,s behavior,
embarrassing him in front of the dentist.embarrassing him in front of the dentist. ““Well,Well,
what did you expect?what did you expect?”” answered his wife,answered his wife, ““we knowwe know
him well enough, donhim well enough, don’’t we? And this is not the firstt we? And this is not the first
time he has given you a lift.time he has given you a lift. Punctuality is not hisPunctuality is not his
forteforte.. He hasHe has receivedreceived …”…”

•• Shay had to take his father to the dentist atShay had to take his father to the dentist at 1010::0000..
He was a few minutes early and waited for hisHe was a few minutes early and waited for his
father outside his place. During the dentalfather outside his place. During the dental
treatment, Shaytreatment, Shay’’s father could not stop braggings father could not stop bragging
about his son, telling the dentist how successful heabout his son, telling the dentist how successful he
is, and responsible, and what a lovely girlfriend heis, and responsible, and what a lovely girlfriend he
has and a great career toohas and a great career too…… The dentistThe dentist
reciprocated:reciprocated: ““Yeah, and IYeah, and I’’ve noticed that he knowsve noticed that he knows
an appointment is an appointment. Most of myan appointment is an appointment. Most of my
patients act like time is insignificantpatients act like time is insignificant””. The father. The father
agreed while adding:agreed while adding: ““Yes, he is usually on time,Yes, he is usually on time,
albeitalbeit punctuality is not his fortepunctuality is not his forte.. He hasHe has receivedreceived....””



Pretest:Pretest:
Establishing similar contextual biasEstablishing similar contextual bias

To establish contextual bias,To establish contextual bias, 3434
participants were presented theparticipants were presented the 1414
negativenegative targets intargets in contextscontexts eithereither
biasing them toward the literalbiasing them toward the literal
((mitigatedmitigated) interpretation or) interpretation or
toward the (toward the (creativecreative) sarcastic) sarcastic
interpretation. They had tointerpretation. They had to raterate
the targets on athe targets on a 77 pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm
scalescale



Results:Results: Similar contextual biasSimilar contextual bias
Results show that theResults show that the negative itemsnegative items
embedded inembedded in sarcasticallysarcastically biasing contextsbiasing contexts
scored asscored as highhigh on sarcasm as did theiron sarcasm as did their
counterparts on literalnesscounterparts on literalness
when embedded inwhen embedded in literallyliterally biasing contexts:biasing contexts:

(M=(M=55..6666 SD=SD=00..3232))
(M=(M=55..5858 SD=SD=00..3939))
t(t(1313)=)=00..5252,, pp=.=.6161 (two(two--tail)tail)

We thus established that both contexts wereWe thus established that both contexts were
equally constrainingequally constraining..



Reading timesReading times

4444 participants read theparticipants read the
passages segment by segment,passages segment by segment,
advancing the text by pressing aadvancing the text by pressing a
key.key. And the computer measuredAnd the computer measured
the reading times of the targetthe reading times of the target
utterances and the nextutterances and the next 22 wordswords
that followed (for spillthat followed (for spill--overover
effects). The texts were followedeffects). The texts were followed
by a comprehension question.by a comprehension question.



Results: Different reading timesResults: Different reading times
Results showed thatResults showed that
sarcastically biasedsarcastically biased targets were readtargets were read
fasterfaster than theirthan their literally biasedliterally biased versionsversions

M=M=13491349 msms (SD=(SD=401401))
M=M=17901790 msms (SD=(SD=579579))
tt11((4343)=)=44..6969,, pp<.<.00010001
tt22((1313)=)=44..4848,, pp<.<.00050005

Spillover effects:Spillover effects:
M=M=647647 msms (SD=(SD=192192))
M=M=739739 msms (SD=(SD=196196))
tt11((4343)=)=22..9090,, pp<.<.00050005;; tt22((1313)=)=11..9494,, pp<.<.0505



DefaultDefault sarcasticsarcastic interpretationsinterpretations
of (of (X is not his forteX is not his forte) items) items
Mean reading timesMean reading times (ms)(ms)
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ExperimentsExperiments 1212--1313:: summarysummary
As predicted, novel negativeAs predicted, novel negative itemsitems of theof the
formform XX is notis not her forteher forte

areare

(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically by default;by default;
(b)(b) ratedrated asas sarcasticsarcastic whenwhen

presented in isolation;presented in isolation;

and areand are
(c)(c) understood fasterunderstood faster inin sarcasticallysarcastically

than inthan in saliencesalience--basedbased literallyliterally
biasingbiasing contexts.contexts.



ExperimentsExperiments 1414--1515
(replication of(replication of 1212--1313))

Default sarcastic interpretationsDefault sarcastic interpretations
Agility is not her most distinctive featureAgility is not her most distinctive feature
Supportiveness is not what she excels atSupportiveness is not what she excels at

…… a new species of humanity fighting fora new species of humanity fighting for
their share of the world? Either way it istheir share of the world? Either way it is
a historical fact:a historical fact: Sharing the world hasSharing the world has
never been humanity's defining attributenever been humanity's defining attribute..

http://www.imdb.com/title/tthttp://www.imdb.com/title/tt02903340290334//



ExperimentsExperiments 1414--1515
PredictionsPredictions

NovelNovel negative itemsnegative items
of the formof the form X is not her bestX is not her best
attributeattribute
will bewill be

(a)(a) interpreted sarcasticallyinterpreted sarcastically byby
default,default,

(b)(b) ratedrated as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic
than their novel affirmativethan their novel affirmative
counterparts,counterparts,
and will beand will be

(c) read faster(c) read faster inin sarcasticallysarcastically thanthan
inin literallyliterally biasing contextsbiasing contexts



ExperimentExperiment 1414:: PredictionsPredictions

When presented in isolationWhen presented in isolation
novelnovel negative itemsnegative items
will bewill be

(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically by defaultby default
and will beand will be

(b) rated(b) rated as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic
than theirthan their novelnovel affirmativeaffirmative
counterpartscounterparts



ItemsItems

Items wereItems were 1212 pairs ofpairs of
utterances of the formutterances of the form
X is/is not her best attributeX is/is not her best attribute
potentially ambiguouspotentially ambiguous
betweenbetween
literalliteral andand nonliteralnonliteral
interpretationsinterpretations



Pretest:Pretest:
Establishing novelty of the itemsEstablishing novelty of the items

Novelty ratings ofNovelty ratings of 1212 pairs of items werepairs of items were
collected fromcollected from 4040 Hebrew speakers.Hebrew speakers.
Results showed thatResults showed that

both theboth the negativenegative itemsitems
M=M=11..4747 SD=SD=00..3636
and theirand their affirmativeaffirmative counterpartscounterparts
M=M=11..3030 SD=SD=00..1515
were similarly novel t(were similarly novel t(1111)=)=11..8686,, pp=.=.0909 (two(two--tail)tail)

ScoringScoring significantlysignificantly lower thanlower than 22 on aon a 77
point familiarity scale:point familiarity scale:

NegativeNegative t(t(1111)=)=55..1111,, pp<.<.00050005
AffirmativeAffirmative t(t(1111)=)=1515..6060,, pp<.<.00010001



(a) Default sarcastic interpretations of(a) Default sarcastic interpretations of
negative itemsnegative items

Punctuality is not his best attributePunctuality is not his best attribute

He is notHe is not
punctual at allpunctual at all

He is fairlyHe is fairly
punctual but therepunctual but there
are other things heare other things he
is better atis better at



(a) Default interpretations of(a) Default interpretations of
negative itemsnegative items

2020 participants were asked toparticipants were asked to
raterate, on a, on a 77 point scale (whosepoint scale (whose
ends [randomly] instantiatedends [randomly] instantiated
either a literal (=either a literal (=11) or a) or a
sarcastic (=sarcastic (=77) interpretation of) interpretation of
each item) theeach item) the proximity of theproximity of the
interpretation of the items tointerpretation of the items to
any of those instantiationsany of those instantiations atat
the scalethe scale’’s ends.s ends.



(a) Default interpretations of(a) Default interpretations of
negative items: Resultsnegative items: Results

Results showed that outside ofResults showed that outside of aa
specific context, thespecific context, the
interpretations ofinterpretations of the novelthe novel
negative itemsnegative items werewere sarcasticsarcastic,,
scoringscoring highhigh on sarcasmon sarcasm
M=M= 55.. 5555, SD=, SD= 00.. 2929

SignificantlySignificantly higher thanhigher than 55
on aon a 77--pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm scale:scale:
tt((1111)=)=55..5252,, pp<.<.00010001



(b) Sarcasm rating of negative and(b) Sarcasm rating of negative and
affirmative itemsaffirmative items

•• 4040 Hebrew speakers were asked toHebrew speakers were asked to
rate degree of sarcasm of therate degree of sarcasm of the
utterances on autterances on a 77 pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm scale.scale.

•• Results showed thatResults showed that
novelnovel negativenegative utterances were ratedutterances were rated
as moreas more sarcasticsarcastic than theirthan their novelnovel
affirmativeaffirmative counterpartscounterparts

M=M=55..9696, SD=, SD=00..7676
M=M=33..2929,, SD=SD=11..0606
tt11((3939)=)=1212..7272, p<., p<.00010001
tt22((1111)=)=1313..9595, p<., p<.00010001
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ExperimentExperiment 1515::
Reading times of novel negative itemsReading times of novel negative items

Prediction:Prediction:
NovelNovel negative itemsnegative items
will bewill be read fasterread faster inin
sarcasticallysarcastically than inthan in
saliencesalience--basedbased literallyliterally
biasing contextsbiasing contexts



ExamplesExamples
•• Shay had to take his father to the dentist. AlthoughShay had to take his father to the dentist. Although

his father reminded him time and again that hehis father reminded him time and again that he
must be there at preciselymust be there at precisely 1010::0000 because he hatesbecause he hates
being late, Shay was half an hour late, arriving atbeing late, Shay was half an hour late, arriving at
1010::3030. Later, while having dinner, Shay. Later, while having dinner, Shay’’s fathers father
complained to his wife about Shaycomplained to his wife about Shay’’s behavior,s behavior,
embarrassing him in front of the dentist.embarrassing him in front of the dentist. ““Well,Well,
what did you expect?what did you expect?”” answered his wifeanswered his wife
disparagingly,disparagingly, ““we know him well enough, donwe know him well enough, don’’tt
we? And this is not the first time he gives you a lift.we? And this is not the first time he gives you a lift.
Punctuality is not his best attributePunctuality is not his best attribute””.. He hasHe has ……

•• Shay had to take his father to the dentist atShay had to take his father to the dentist at 1010::0000..
He was a few minutes early and waited for hisHe was a few minutes early and waited for his
father outside his place. During the dentalfather outside his place. During the dental
treatment, Shaytreatment, Shay’’s father could not stop braggings father could not stop bragging
about his son, telling the dentist how successful heabout his son, telling the dentist how successful he
is, and responsible, and what a lovely girlfriend heis, and responsible, and what a lovely girlfriend he
has and a great career toohas and a great career too…… The dentistThe dentist
reciprocated:reciprocated: ““Yeah, and IYeah, and I’’ve noticed that he knowsve noticed that he knows
an appointment is an appointment. Most of myan appointment is an appointment. Most of my
patients act like time is insignificantpatients act like time is insignificant””. The father. The father
agreed while adding:agreed while adding: ““Yes, he is usually on time,Yes, he is usually on time,
albeitalbeit punctuality is not his best attributepunctuality is not his best attribute””.. HeHe has…has…



Pretest:Pretest:
Establishing similar contextual biasEstablishing similar contextual bias

To establish contextual bias,To establish contextual bias, 4444
participants were presented theparticipants were presented the 1212
negativenegative targets intargets in contextscontexts eithereither
biasing them toward the literalbiasing them toward the literal
((mitigatedmitigated) interpretation or) interpretation or
toward the (toward the (creativecreative) sarcastic) sarcastic
interpretation. They had tointerpretation. They had to raterate
the targets on athe targets on a 77 pointpoint sarcasmsarcasm
scalescale



Results:Results: Similar contextual biasSimilar contextual bias
Results showed that theResults showed that the negative itemsnegative items
embedded inembedded in sarcasticallysarcastically biasing contextsbiasing contexts
scored asscored as highhigh on sarcasm as did theiron sarcasm as did their
counterparts on literalnesscounterparts on literalness
when embedded inwhen embedded in literallyliterally biasing contexts:biasing contexts:

(M=(M=66..3131 SD=SD=00..2121))
(M=(M=66..1414 SD=SD=00..4141))
tt((1111)=)=11..2424,, pp=.=.2424 (two(two--tail)tail)

Each scoring significantlyEach scoring significantly higher thanhigher than 55..55 on aon a 77 pointpoint
scale:scale:

sarcasticsarcastic:: tt((1111)=)=1313..1212,, pp<.<.00010001
LiteralLiteral:: tt((1111)=)=55..4747,, pp<.<.00010001

We thus confirmed that both contexts wereWe thus confirmed that both contexts were
equally constrainingequally constraining..



Reading timesReading times

5252 participants read theparticipants read the
passages segment by segment,passages segment by segment,
advancing the text by pressing aadvancing the text by pressing a
key.key. And the computer measuredAnd the computer measured
the reading times of the targetthe reading times of the target
utterances and the nextutterances and the next 22 wordswords
that followed (for spillthat followed (for spill--overover
effects). The texts were followedeffects). The texts were followed
by a comprehension question.by a comprehension question.



Results: Different reading timesResults: Different reading times
Results showed thatResults showed that
sarcastically biasedsarcastically biased targets were readtargets were read
fasterfaster than theirthan their literally biasedliterally biased versionsversions

M=M=18211821 msms (SD=(SD=588588))
M=M=24052405 msms (SD=(SD=833833))

tt11((5151)=)=66..1919,, pp<.<.00010001
tt22((1111)=)=22..9393,, pp<.<.0101

Spillover effects:Spillover effects:
M=M=690690 msms (SD=(SD=208208););
M=M=726726 msms (SD=(SD=275275))

tt11((5151)=)=11..4848,, p=p=..0707
tt22((1111)=<)=<11, n.s., n.s.



DefaultDefault sarcasticsarcastic interpretationsinterpretations
of (of (X is not his best attributeX is not his best attribute) items) items

Mean reading timesMean reading times (ms)(ms)
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ExperimentsExperiments 1414--1515:: summarysummary
As predicted, novel negative itemsAs predicted, novel negative items ofof
the formthe form

XX is notis not her best attributeher best attribute

areare

(a)(a) interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically by default;by default;
(b)(b) ratedrated asas sarcasticsarcastic whenwhen

presented in isolation;presented in isolation;

and areand are
(c)(c) understood fasterunderstood faster inin sarcasticallysarcastically

than inthan in saliencesalience--basedbased literallyliterally
biasingbiasing contexts.contexts.



ExperimentExperiment 1616
Negation vs. structural markednessNegation vs. structural markedness

To further test the hypothesisTo further test the hypothesis
that negation generates sarcasticthat negation generates sarcastic
interpretations by default,interpretations by default, it isit is
necessary to weigh it against annecessary to weigh it against an
alternative assumption that it isalternative assumption that it is
thethe markednessmarkedness of the frontedof the fronted
constructions rather than theconstructions rather than the
negationnegation marker that accountsmarker that accounts
for this effect.for this effect.



ExperimentExperiment 1616
Negation vs. structural markednessNegation vs. structural markedness

ExperimentExperiment 1616 was designed towas designed to
directly weighdirectly weigh degree ofdegree of
negation (not/yes) againstnegation (not/yes) against
degree of structural markednessdegree of structural markedness
(+/(+/--fronting).fronting).



PredictionsPredictions
Although structural markednessAlthough structural markedness
might prompt sarcasm,might prompt sarcasm, negationnegation
would prove to be thewould prove to be the
determinantdeterminant trigger.trigger.
NegativeNegative versions of utterancesversions of utterances
will always be morewill always be more sarcasticsarcastic
than their affirmativethan their affirmative
counterparts, regardless ofcounterparts, regardless of
degree structural markedness.degree structural markedness.



ExperimentExperiment 1616
StimuliStimuli

Experimental itemsExperimental items
includedincluded 1616 conceptsconcepts
(taken from Experiments(taken from Experiments
1212--1515) each appearing in) each appearing in 44
different constructions,different constructions,
markedmarked and unmarked:and unmarked:



StimuliStimuli
Supportiveness isSupportiveness is notnot herher
forte/best attributeforte/best attribute
Supportiveness isSupportiveness is yesyes herher
forte/bestforte/best attributeattribute

HerHer forte/best attribute isforte/best attribute is notnot
supportivenesssupportiveness
HerHer forte/bestforte/best attributeattribute isis yesyes
supportivenesssupportiveness



ParticipantsParticipants
Participants wereParticipants were 6060
students of Tel Avivstudents of Tel Aviv
University and TheUniversity and The
Academic College of TelAcademic College of Tel
AvivAviv--Yaffo. TheyYaffo. They were allwere all
native speakers of Hebrew.native speakers of Hebrew.



TaskTask

ParticipantsParticipants were asked towere asked to
raterate the degree of sarcasm ofthe degree of sarcasm of
each utterance on aeach utterance on a 77--pointpoint
sarcasmsarcasm scale.scale.



Negation vs. structural markednessNegation vs. structural markedness
ResultsResults

Results showResults show that thethat the negativenegative versionsversions
were alwayswere always moremore sarcastic than theirsarcastic than their
affirmative counterparts.affirmative counterparts. MarkednessMarkedness diddid
notnot play a role in affecting sarcasmplay a role in affecting sarcasm..
TwoTwo 22--way ANOVAs showedway ANOVAs showed
•• a significant main effect of Negationa significant main effect of Negation

FF11((11,,5959)=)=128128..8787, p<., p<.00010001,,
FF22((11,,1515)=)=799799..7272, p<., p<.00010001,,

•• nono significant effect ofsignificant effect of MarkednessMarkedness
FF11((11,,5959)=)=11..8080,, pp=.=.1919,, FF22((11,,1515)<)<11, n.s, n.s.,.,

•• nono Negation X MarkednessNegation X Markedness interactioninteraction
FF11((11,,5959)<)<11, n.s.,, n.s., FF22((11,,1515)<)<11, n.s., n.s.



ResultsResults
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ConclusionsConclusions

NegationNegation rather thanrather than
structural markedness plays astructural markedness plays a
determinant role in affectingdeterminant role in affecting
sarcasticsarcastic interpretationsinterpretations byby
default.default.



Summary: ExperimentsSummary: Experiments 1010--1616
OnOn the prioritythe priority of nonsalientof nonsalient

interpretations of negative utterancesinterpretations of negative utterances

Results obtained fromResults obtained from 77 experiments show that,experiments show that,
unlikeunlike affirmativeaffirmative sarcasm, negation inducessarcasm, negation induces
nonsalient sarcasticnonsalient sarcastic interpretations by default:interpretations by default:

Novel negative items of the formNovel negative items of the form
X s/he is not, X is not her forte/best attributeX s/he is not, X is not her forte/best attribute
areare
•• interpretedinterpreted sarcasticallysarcastically byby default,default,

and areand are, therefore, therefore,,
•• understoodunderstood fasterfaster inin sarcasticallysarcastically thanthan inin

saliencesalience--basedbased literallyliterally biasing contextsbiasing contexts,,
•• regardlessregardless ofof structural markednessstructural markedness..



StudyStudy 22
Resonance withResonance with negative sarcasmnegative sarcasm

(Giora et al.,(Giora et al., 20102010,, 20132013))
The view of Default Sarcastic InterpretationsThe view of Default Sarcastic Interpretations

PredictionsPredictions
Given thatGiven that nonsalient sarcasticnonsalient sarcastic

interpretationsinterpretations
are expected to be facilitatedare expected to be facilitated

immediatelyimmediately
The contextThe context of aof a sarcasticsarcastic utterance willutterance will

resonate withresonate with itsits nonsalientnonsalient sarcasticsarcastic
interpretationinterpretation moremore often than with itsoften than with its

saliencesalience--basedbased interpretationinterpretation



FindingsFindings

Unlike affirmative sarcasm, theUnlike affirmative sarcasm, the
environment ofenvironment of negative sarcasmnegative sarcasm
exhibits resonanceexhibits resonance with thewith the
nonsalient sarcasticnonsalient sarcastic interpretationinterpretation



FindingsFindings
Forte/most prominent characteristicForte/most prominent characteristic
constructionsconstructions

OnlyOnly
sarcasticsarcastic

OnlyOnly
literalliteral

BothBoth NoneNone TotalTotal pp--valuesvalues

Patience is not my/our/his/her forte (Hebrew)Patience is not my/our/his/her forte (Hebrew) 77 33 66 11 1717 p=.17p=.17

English is not my/our/his/her forte (Hebrew)English is not my/our/his/her forte (Hebrew) 1313 11 22 00 1616 p<.001p<.001

Humor is not my/our/his/her forte (Hebrew)Humor is not my/our/his/her forte (Hebrew) 99 00 22 22 1313 p<.005p<.005

Patience is not my/our/his/her forte (English)Patience is not my/our/his/her forte (English) 1515 44 99 00 2828 p<.01p<.01

French is not my/our/his/her forte (English)French is not my/our/his/her forte (English) 77 00 33 22 1212 p<.01p<.01

Humor is not my/our/his/her forte (English)Humor is not my/our/his/her forte (English) 1515 22 1111 33 3131 p<.005p<.005

X is not my/our/his/her most prominentX is not my/our/his/her most prominent
characteristic (Hebrew)characteristic (Hebrew)

77 00 22 11 1010 p<.01p<.01

TotalTotal 7373 1010 3535 99 127127 p<.0001p<.0001



ConclusionsConclusions

NonsalientNonsalient interpretationsinterpretations
ofof negative sarcasmnegative sarcasm

ddoo come easy.come easy.
They are easy to activateThey are easy to activate

probably becauseprobably because
they are processedthey are processed

directly.directly.



Taken together, ExperimentsTaken together, Experiments 11--1616 andand
StudiesStudies 11--22

report somereport some unprecedentedunprecedented resultsresults
supporting thesupporting the prioritypriority ofof

•• Nonsalient interpretations over salienceNonsalient interpretations over salience--
based interpretations of negativebased interpretations of negative
utterances,utterances,

•• Sarcastic interpretations overSarcastic interpretations over
nonsarcastic interpretations of negativenonsarcastic interpretations of negative
utterances,utterances,

•• Negative sarcasm over affirmativeNegative sarcasm over affirmative
sarcasm (sarcasm (thethe former interpretedformer interpreted directly),directly),

•• NegativesNegatives over affirmatives (the formerover affirmatives (the former
understood fasterunderstood faster).).



Thank you!Thank you!


